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MAXIMAL DEDEKIND COMPLETION 
OF A HALF LATTICE ORDERED GROUP 
ŠTEFAN Č E R N Á K 
(Comrnunicated by Tibor Katriňák ) 
ABSTRACT. In this note there is defined and studied the maximal Dedekind 
completion Mh (G) of a half lattice ordered group G. Further there is studied the 
maximal Dedekind completion of the small direct product of half lattice ordered 
groups. 
Let G be an Abelian lattice ordered group. C. J. E v e r e t t [3] introduced 
the notion of the maximal Dedekind completion M(G) of G by means of 
Dedekind cuts of the lattice (G, < ) . M(G) was studied by J. J a k u b i k [6]. 
The notion of the maximal Dedekind completion was generalized to an arbi­
trary lattice ordered group G in [1]. L. F u c h s [4] investigated the maximal 
Dedekind completion M(G) of a partially ordered group G. 
M. G i r a u d e t and F. L u c a s [5] defined and studied the notion of a half 
partially (lattice) ordered group. It is a generalization of the notion of a partially 
(lattice) ordered group. 
In [2] there is extended the notion of the maximal Dedekind completion 
9Jlh (G) for the case of a half partially ordered group G. 
Especially, if G is a half lattice ordered group then the maximal Dedekind 
completion of G can be constructed by a simpler method than in [2]. The second 
order elements of G are applied and the method is presented in this paper. 
Further there is studied the maximal Dedekind completion of the small direct 
product of half lattice ordered groups. The notion of the small direct product of 
half lattice ordered groups was introduced by J . J a k u b i k [7]. 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Pr imary 06F15. 
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We recall a construction of the maximal Dedekind completion of a lattice 
ordered group (see [1] and [3], [4] for an Abelian lattice ordered group). 
Let H be a lattice. For a subset X of H we denote 
U(X) = {heH : h ^ x for each x e X} , 
L(X) = {heH : h < x for each x G X } . 
If U(X) ^ 0 (£ (X) ^ 0) then X is called an upper (lower) bounded subset 
of H. Assume that X ^ 0 and U(X) ^ 0. Then the set L(U(X)) is said to 
be a Dedekind cut of H. The set of all Dedekind cuts of H will be denoted by 
iJ# . H# is partially ordered by inclusion. Then H# is a conditionally complete 
lattice. The lattice operations in H# are denoted by A, V. 
Assume that Z{ e H* (i e I) and that there exists Z1 e H* with Z{ C Za 
(i e I). Then V Zt(i e I) = L(U({JZ{))(i G / ) . If there exists Z2 e H* with 
Z2 CZt(ie I) then A ^ ( i € I) = f l ^ € I). 
The mapping <p: II —> H# defined by </?(/i) = L(h) for each h e H is 
an injection and it preserves all greatest lower bounds and least upper bounds 
existing in H. We shall identify h and <p(h) in the sequel. Then H is a sublattice 
of H# and the following conditions are valid: 
(i) for each nonempty upper bounded subset X of H there exists an element 
z e H# such that z = sup X in H# 
and dually, 
(ii) for each element z e H# there exist nonempty subsets X, Y of H 
such that X is upper bounded in if, 7 is lower bounded in H and 
z = supX = infY in H#. 
Let H be a lattice ordered group. 
Assume that z1,z2 e H#. By (ii) there are nonempty and upper bounded 
subsets X1 and X2 of H with z1 = sup X x , z2 = sup X 2 . Hence the set 
{x1 + x2 : Xj G Xj , x2 G X 2 } is also nonempty and upper bounded in H. 
According to (i) there is an element z e H# such that z = supjrr^ + x2 : 
xl e Xx , x2 G X2}. The element 2 does not depend on the choices of Xl and 
X2 (see [1; Lemma 1.1]). 
Then we can define the operation + in H# as follows: we put z1 + z2 = z. 
Then ( iJ # , +) is a semigroup. Let us remark that, in general, ( H # , +) need not 
be a group (cf. [3]). We denote by M(H) the set of all elements of H# having 
an inverse in IJ#. Then M(H) is a group and a sublattice of H# . In [1] it is 
proved that M(H) is an 1-group and H is an 1-subgroup of M(H). M(H) is 
called the maximal Dedekind completion of H. If M(H) = H then H is said to 
be M-complete. 
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Let z e H#. We form the sets U(z) = {heH : h ^ z}, L(z) = {h e H : 
h<z}. 
We have z = sup L(z) = inf U(z) in H# . 
1.1. THEOREM, (cf. [1; Lemma 1.3]) Let z e H#, X,Y C H, z = snpX = 
inf Y in iJ# . Then z e M(H) if and only if the following conditions are satisfied 
in H: 
( c j i n f { y - x : x G l , yeY} = 0, 
(c2) ini{-x + y: xeX, yeY} = 0. 
The same procedure as in the proof of "if" part of 1.1 in [1] can be applied 
to prove the following lemma. 
1.2. LEMMA. Let X,Y ^ 0, X}Y C H, x <y for each x e X, y eY and 
let z e H#, z = s u p X in H#. Assume that the conditions (cx) and (c2) are 
satisfied in H. Then z e M(H). 
P r o o f . We have —y < —x for each x e X, y e Y. Hence the set — Y = 
{—y e H : y e Y} is nonempty and upper bounded in H. Thus there exists 
z' e H*, z' = s u p ( - y ) . We have z + z' = sup{x + y : x G X, ye -Y} = 
sup{x - y : x e X, y e Y} = ini{y - x : x e X, y e Y} in H#. The 
condition (cx) implies that ini{y — x : x e X, y e Y} = 0 in H and so 
inf{y - x : x e X , y eY} = 0 in H# as well. Hence z + z' = 0. 
Analogously by applying (c2) we show that z' + z = 0 holds. Hence z' is an 
inverse to z in H# and so z G M(H). • 
1.3. LEMMA. ([6; Lemma 1.8]) Let h G H, X,Y C H, h = supX = inf Y. 
Then inf {y -x: x eX , y eY} = 0. 
1.4. R e m a r k . Under the assumptions in 1.3 it can be proved in a similar way 
that i n f{ -x + y : x G X , y G Y} = 0. 
The following two results were obtained by J a k u b f k [6; Lemma 1.9 and 
Theorem 1.10] under assumption that H is an Abelian lattice ordered group. 
The same method can be applied to extend J a k u b f k 's results to an arbitrary 
lattice ordered group. 
1.5. LEMMA. M(H) is M-complete. 
1.6. THEOREM. Let H be a lattice ordered group and let G be a lattice ordered 
group such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) G is M-complete. 
(P) H is an l-subgroup of G. 
(7) For each g G G there exist subsets X, Y of H such that g = sup X = 
i n fy in G. 
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Then there exists an isomorphism of M(H) onto G such that ip(h) = h for 
each h G H. 
Now we recall the definition of a half lattice ordered group (cf. [5]) and some 
results that will be applied in the next. 
Let G be a group and, moreover, a partially ordered set. A partial order < 
on the set G is called compatible from the right if y ,z G G, y < z, imply that 
y + x < z + x for each x G G. Denote by G t (G\,) the set of all elements x G G 
such that whenever y,z G G, y < z, then x + y <x + z (x + y ^ x + z). The 
set G t is called an increasing part of G. 
G is said to be a half lattice ordered group if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(I) < is a non-trivial partial order on G, 
(II) < is compatible from the right, 
(III) G = G t U G | , 
(IV) G t is a lattice. 
If G is a half lattice ordered group then G t 1s a lattice ordered group. 
1.7. PROPOSITION, (cf. [5; Proposition 1.1.3]) Let G be a half lattice ordered 
group such that G\, ^ 0. Then 
(i) G t is a subgroup of G having the index 2 ; 
(ii) partially ordered sets G t and G\, are isomorphic and, at the same time, 
dually isomorphic, 
(iii) if x G G t and y G G\, then x and y are incomparable. 
1.8. PROPOSITION. ([5; Proposition 1.3.1]) Let G be a half lattice ordered 
group such that G\, ^ 0. Then the set A = {a G G : a / 0 and 2a = 0} ^ 0. 
Evidently, that A C G\,. 
2. The maximal Dedekind completion 
of a half lattice ordered group 
In the whole section we assume that G is a half lattice ordered group such 
that G\, 7̂  0. Then G fails to be a lattice ordered group. 
Let G1 be a half lattice ordered group such that 
(i) the group G is a subgroup of the group G', 
(ii) G t is a sublattice of G ' t and G\, is a sublattice of G'\,. 
Then we say that G is an hl-subgroup of G'. 
We shall use the notation H = G t and K = G\,. 
Since K ^ 0, 1.8 implies that there exists an element a G A. 
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Assume that z^z2 G H#. Hence zi — snpL(zi) = inf U(zi) (i — 1,2). Then 
v1 < u1, v2 < u2 for each ui G U(zi), vi G L(z{) (i = 1,2) yield a + v1 ^ a + ux, 
a + L>2 ^ a + u2. Therefore a + ux + a + v2 < a + v1 + a + u2 for each ui G U(z{), 
v{ G L(z{) (i = 1,2). Thus there exists sup{a + ux + a + v2 : u1 G U(zx), 
v2eL(z2)} mH*. 
2 .1 . LEMMA. Le* z19z2 G M(H), z G H#, z = sup{a + ux + a + v2 : 
w i € U(z\)> ^2 G ^ 2 ) } • r / i e n * G -W(#) • 
P r o o f . Denote B = {a + ux+a + v2 : u± G c J ^ ) , v2 G it(^2)}» @
 = { a + 
^ + a + u2 : ?i2 G U(z2), ^ G Z^z j )} . We have seen above that b < c for each 
be B, ceC. Hence c - 6 ^ 0 for each b G B, c G C . Let h G # , /i < c - b . Then 
/i < a + ^x +a + u2 — (a + ux +a + v2) for each u{ G U(z{), v{ G £ ( z j (i = 1,2). 
Then a — v1+a + h + a + u1+a<u2 — v2 for each u2 G U(z2), i>2 G £(z 2 ) • 
Since z2 G M(H), according to 1.1 we obtain mf{u2 — v2 : u2 G U(z2), ;̂2 G 
L(z2)} = 0 in 17 and so a — i ^ + a + Zi + a + U j + a ^ O , a — h + a<ux— vx 
for each ?/1 G U(zx), v1 G i ( ^ ) . Because of zx G M(H), again by 1.1 we get 
a — h + a < 0, /i < 0. Finally, we have proved that inf{c — b : b G B , c G C} = 0 
in H. Analogously we obtain that inf{—b + c : b G B , c G C} = 0 in H. From 
1.2 we infer that z G M(FT). • 
Assume that z^z2 G M ( H ) , X . ,y . C H, z{ = supX^ = in f^ (i = 1,2) 
in H# . Analogously as above we obtain that there exists sup{a + y1 + a + x2 : 
x2eX2, yxe y j in H# . 
2.2. LEMMA. Let z^z2 G M(H), X . , y . CH, z.= supX- = inf y. (i = 1,2) 
in LI# and let z be as in 2.1. Then z = sup{a+i/1 +a+x2 : x2 G X2 , 2/1 ^ ^ 1 
in H# . 
P r o o f . Denote z' = sup{a + yx + a + x2 : x2 e X2, y1 G Yx} in H#. 
Since Yx C U(zx) and X2 C L(z2), z' < z. We want to show that z < z\ i.e., 
U(z') C U(z). Let h G H, h^ z'. Hence /i ^ a + y 1 + a + x 2 , a — y1+a + h ^ x 2 , 
for each x2 G X2 . This yields that a — yr + a + h ^ z2 ^ v2, a + h — v2+a<yl) 
for each 7/̂  e Y1. Whence a + h — v2 + a < z1 < ul, h^a + u1+a + v2. 
Therefore h G U(z) and so U(z') C U(z). • 
Suppose that z G M(H). From ^ < u for each ;̂ G I>(<z), w G CI(^) it 
follows that a + u < a + v for each u G U(z), v G L(z). Hence there exists 
sup{a + u : u G U(z)} in iiT# . We put 
a + z = sup{a + ^ : ueU(z)} in K#. 




Let us denote 
a + M(H) = {a + z: z e M(H)} 
and 
Mh(G) = M(H) U (a + M(H)). (1) 
Let X , Y C H, z = supX = inf Y in H\ There exists sup{a + y : y eY} 
in K#. We can verify that 
a + z = sup{a + y : y G Y} in K* . (2) 
Let zl52:2 G M(H). It is easily seen that a + zl < a + z2 if and only if 
2̂  ^ z 2 . All elements of M(H) and a + M(H) are considered incomparable. 
Therefore Mh(G) is a partially ordered set. Then we can form the sets Mh(G)"\ 
and Mh(G)i. 
We shall define a binary operation + on Mh(G) coinciding with the group 
operation on M(H) and G. 
Let zvz2 EM( iY) , X- ,y . C f f , *. = supX- = i n f y . (i = 1,2) in H*. We 
put 
zx+ z2 = sup{xx + x2 : xx G Xx , x2 G X 2 } in JI
# , 
(a + z:) + (a + z2) = sup{a + y1 + a + x2 : yx G Yi , x2 G X 2 } in H
# , 
^ + (a + z2) = a + ((a + zx) + (a + z2)) , 
(a + z1) + ^2 = a + (.«1+.«2). 
With respect to 2.1 and 2.2 we have (a + zx) + (a + z2) G M(H). 
2 .3 . LEMMA. Let z1,z2,z G M(H). Then 
(i) T/ze relation < on Mh(G) is compatible from the right. 
(ii) zx < z2 implies z + z1 < z + z2 and (a + z) + z2 < (a + z) + zx. 
(iii) a + z1 < a + z2 implies z + (a + zx) < z + (a + z2) and (a + z) + (a + z2) < 
(a + z) + (a + zx). 
P r o o f . We shall consider only some cases of (i) and (iii). Proofs of the 
remaining cases are analogous. 
(i) Assume that zx < z2. We intend to verify that zx + (a + z) < z2 + (a + z). 
From U(z2) C U(zx) we infer that {u2 : u2 G U(z2)} C {ul : ux G U(zx)}, 
{a + u2 + a + v : u2 G U(z2), v G L(z)} C {a + ux + a + v : ux G U(zx), v G 
L(z)}. Therefore sup{a+^ 2 +a+i ; : u2 G U(z2), v G L(z)} < s\ip{a+u1+a+v : 
ux G U(zx), v G L(z)} . Hence (a + z2) + (a + z) < (a + zx) + (a + z) and so 
a+ ((a + zx) + (a + z)) <a+ ((a + z2) + (a + z)), i.e., z1 + (a + z) < z2 + (a + z). 
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(iii) Assume that a + zx < a + z2. We want to show that z + (a + zx) < 
z + (a + z2). We have z2<zl. Since L(z2) C L(zx), {v2 : v2 e L(z2)} C {vx : 
v1 e L(zx)} and so {a + u + a + v2 : u e U(z), v2 e L(z2)} C {a + u + a + vx : 
ueU(z), vx e L(z1)}. This implies that sup {a + u + a + v2 : ueU(z), v2e 
L(z2)} <snp{a + u + a + v1: ueU(z), vx G L(zx)}. Hence (a + z) + (a + z2) < 
(a + z) + (a + zx) and thus a+((a + z) + (a + zx)) < a + ((a + z) + (a + z2)), 
i.e., z + (a + zx) < z + (a + z2). • 
2.4. LEMMA. Let ZX,Z2 e M(H), X{,Y{ CH, zi = supX. = 'miYi (z = 1,2). 
Then 
(i) zx+z2 = mi{yl + y2 : j/i € Yi, y2e Y2} in H*, 
(ii) (a + zx) + (a + z2) = inf{a + xl+a + y2: xleXl, y2eY2} in H
# . 
P r o o f . We prove only (ii). The proof of (i) is similar. 
(ii) We have a + y1+a + x2<a + x1+a + y2 for each xi e X{, y • G Yi 
(i = l,2). 
Let us denote z = sup{a + yx + a + x2 : x2e X2, yx e Yx}, z' = inf{a + 
xx + a + y2 : xx e X1 , y2e Y2} in H# . We have to show that z = z' is valid. 
Since z < z', it suffices to prove that z' < z, i.e., L(z') C L(z). Let h e L(z'). 
Hence h < z', h < a + xx+ a + y2, a + h-y2 + a^x1 for each xx e Xx. 
Then a + h-y2 + a^zx. Applying 2.3(H), (iii) we obtain a — zx + a + h<y2 
for each y2 e Y2. Thus a - zx+ a + h < z2. Again by using 2.3 (ii) we get 
h < (a + zx) + (a + z2) = z. Therefore L(z') C L(z). D 
2.5. LEMMA. (Mh(G),+) is a group. 
P r o o f . At first we prove that the operation + on Mh(G) is associative. 
Only some cases will be verified. The rest is analogous. 
Let z{eM(H), ^. = supK . = infy i 5 X.^CH (i = 1,2,3). 
We denote (a + zx) + (a + z2) = z. With respect to 2.4(ii) we get z = 
inf{a + xx + a + y2 : xx G X1 , y2e Y2}. 
We have ((a+zx) + (a+z2)) + (a+z3) = z + (a+z3) = a+((a+z) + (a+z3)) = 
a + sup{a + a + xx + a + y2 + a + x3 : xx e Xx , y2 e Y2 , x3 e X3} = 
a + sup{xx + a + y2 + a + x3 : xx G Xx , y2 G Y2 , x3 G X3}. 
Now we denote (a + z2) + (a + z3) = z. Hence z = sup{a + y2 + a + x3 : 
x3 e X3 , y2 e Y2}. Then (a + zx) + ((a + z2) + (a + z3)) = (a + zx) + z = 
a + (zx + z) = a + sup{.r1 + a + y2 + a + x3 : xx G X1 , y2eY2, x3 G X3} . 
Therefore ((a + zx) + (a + z2)) + (a + z3) = (a + zx) + ((a + z2) + (a + z3)). 
We intend to show that ((a + zx) + z2) + (a + z3) = (a + zx)+ (z2 + (a + z3)). 




We have ((a+z1)+z2) + (a+z3) = (a+(z1+z2)) + (a+z3) = (a+z) + (a+z3) = 
sup{a + Vl + y2 + a + x3 : y1eYli y2 G Y2 , x3 G X3}. 
We use the notation (a+z2)+(a+z3) = z and we get (a+z1) + (z2 + (a+z3)) — 
(a + zx)+ (a+ ((a + z2) + (a + z3))) = (a + zx) + (a + z) — s\ip{a + y1 +a + a + 
y2 + a + x3 : y1eY1, y2 eY2, x3 G X3} = sup{a + y1+y2 + a + x3 : y1 G 
y15 y2eY2, x3 ex3}. 
To prove that every element of Mh(G) has an inverse it suffices to show that 
each element of a + M(H) has an inverse. Any element of a + M(H) has the 
form a + z, z G M(H). Then a+ (a — z + a) € a + M(H) and it is an inverse 
to a + z. 
We conclude that (Mh(G), +) is a group. • 
Since < is a non-trivial partial order on G, it is a non-trivial partial order 
on Mh(G) as well. 
As an immediate consequence of 2.3, 2.5 and (1) we obtain: 
2.6. THEOREM. Let G be a half lattice ordered group such that G | ^ 0. 
Then Mh(G) is a half lattice ordered group with Mh(G)t = M(H), Mh(G)i = 
a + M(H). 
A half lattice ordered group Mh(G) is said to be the maximal Dedekind 
completion of a half lattice ordered group G. If Mh(G) = G then G will be 
called M^-complete. 
It is easy to verify that the following lemma holds: 
2.7. LEMMA. G is Mh-complete if and only if its increasing part H is 
M-complete. 
Since M^(G)t = M(H), from 1.5 and 2.7 we infer that Mh(G) is M^-com-
plete. 
Let X C H. Since elements of M(H) and a + M(H) are incomparable, 
supK (inf X) exists in M(H) if and only if supK (inf X) exists in Mh(G) 
and they are equal. 
Now we show that every element of Mh(G) is a supremum and an infimum 
of some subsets of G. This assertion is valid for elements of M(H). We choose 
an arbitrary element of a + M(H). It has the form a + z, z G M(H). There 
are subsets X and Y of H such that z = supX = i n f y in M(H). Then 
a + z — sup{a + y : y €Y} = inf {a + x : x G X} in a + M(H). 
By summarizing the above results we obtain the following theorem. 
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2.8. THEOREM. A half lattice ordered group Mh(G) has the following proper-
ties: 
(a) Mh(G) is Mh-complete. 
(b) G is an hl-subgroup of Mh(G). 
(c) For each element w e Mh(G) there exist subsets X and Y of G such 
that w = sup X = inf Y in Mh(G). 
2.9. THEOREM. Let G' be a half lattice ordered group satisfying conditions 
(a) -(c) (G' instead of Mh(G)). Then there exists an isomorphism </> of a half 
lattice ordered group Mh(G) onto G' such that (j)(g) = g for each g G G. 
P r o o f. Let z G M(H), X = L(z), Y = U(z), Z = {y - x : x G X , 
yeY}, Zl = {-x + y : x G K , yeY}. 
Then z = supX = inf Y in M(H). According to 1.3 and 1.4 we get inf Z = 
mfZ1 = 0 in M(H) and also in H. Let us denote Y' = {g' G G' : g' ^ x 
for each x G X } , X' = {g' G G' : g' < y' for each y' G Y'}, Z' = {y' - x' : 
x ' G K ' , y'eY'}, Z[ = {-x' + y': x' G X', y G 1"}, H' = G't- Then X ' , 
Y', Z', Z{ are subsets of if'. There exists an element z' G (H')# such that 
*' = supX ' = inf Y' in ( H ' ) # . Since inf Z = inf Z' = 0 in if', 1.1 implies that 
z ; G M(H'). In view of 2.7 we get M(H') = H'. Thus z' G H'. 
Define the mapping 0 of Mh(G) into G' by the rule (j)(z) = z', (f)(a + z) = 
a + 0(z) . Then 0 is an isomorphism of Mh(G) onto G' leaving fixed all elements 
o f G . • 
Mh(G) is a half lattice ordered group corresponding to an element a G A. 
Assume that there exists a' G A, a' ^ a. It can be constructed a half lattice 
ordered group M'h(G) corresponding to a'. The operation + ' and the partial 
order < ' in M'h(G) are defined formally in the same way as + and < in Mh(G). 
Hence the operations + and + ' coincide on G and M(H). 
2.10 THEOREM. A half lattice ordered group Mh(G) = M'h(G). 
P r o o f . We have Mh(G) = M(H) U (a + M(H)), M'h(G) = M(H) U 
( a ' + ' M ( H ) ) . 
Let a + ze a + M(H), z G M ( H ) , z = s u p K = i n f y . We have a' + a G if . 
With respect to 2.4 (i) we get (a' + a) + z = inf {a' + a + y : y G F } in i f # and 
a' + ' (a' + a + z) = sup{a' + a + a + y : y eY} = sup{a + y : y G Y } = a + z . 
Hence a + M(i f ) C a' + ' M(H). Analogously we get a' + ' M(H) C a + M ( i f ) . 
Then a + M(i f ) = a' + ' M(H) and thus the set Mh(G) = M'h(G). 
It is clear that a+zl < a+z2 if and only if a'+'(a'+a+zx) <' a ' + ' ( a ' + a + z 2 ) 
for each z1? z2 G M(H). 
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Now we verify that the group operations in Mh(G) and M'h(G) coincide. 
Let zl,z2 GM( I I ) , X.^CII, z. = supX{ = inf Y- (i = l , 2 ) in II
#. 
(a + ^1) + (a + z2) = sup{a + yx + a + x2 : yx £ Yi, x2 G X2} = sup{a' + 
(a' +a + yx) + a' + (a' + a + x2) : yleY1, x2 G X2} = (a' + ' (a' + a + zx)) + ' 
(a! +' (a' + a + z2)). 
zl + (a + z2) = a+((a + z1) + (a + z2)) = a'+' (a' + a+ ((a + z1) + (a + z2))) = 
a '+ ' sup{a ' + a + a + ?/1+ a + x2 : yx G 1^ , x2 G K2} = a' + ' sup{a ' + y1 + a ' + 
(a' + a + x2): y1eY1, x2 G X 2 } = a' + ' ((a' + ' *-_) + ' (a' + ' (a' + a + z2))) = 
zx + ' ( a ' + ' ( a ' + a + z 2 ) ) . 
( a + z J + ^ 2 = a+(zl+z2) = a ' + ' ( a ' + a + ( z 1 + z 2 ) ) = a' +' ((a'+a+zl)+z2) = 
( a ' + ' ( a ' + a + *1)) + ' * 2 . D 
2 .11 . R e m a r k . Half lattice ordered groups with the same increasing part need 
not be isomorphic, in general (see [5]). 
3. Wlh(G) and Mh(G) of a half la t t ice ordered group G 
Let G be a group and also a partially ordered set such that the conditions 
(I)-(III) are satisfied. Then G is called a half partially ordered group (cf. [5]). 
We continue with the notations G?t — H, G | = K. If G is a half partially 
ordered group then II is a partially ordered group. 
Let G be a half partially ordered group. We describe the construction from 
[2] of the maximal Dedekind completion Wlh(G) of G. The method for partially 
ordered groups (see [4]) is applied for G. 
For the partially ordered set G we construct the set C7# of all Dedekind cuts 
of G (in the same way as II# for the lattice II in the Section 1). G # is a 
conditionally complete conditional lattice. Symbols II#,IC# have an analogous 
meaning for partially ordered sets II, If. Then G # is a disjoint union of II# 
and Iv~#. 
Let ^/J1,̂ /J2 G G
# . We define a binary operation wx + w2 in G
# in the 
following way: 
(a) Let w1,w2 G II
#, X{ C II, w{ = supX- (i = 1,2) in II
# . Then 
w± + w2 = sup{x1 + x2 : xx G Xx , x2 G X2} in II
#. 
(b) Let ^/J1,̂ /J2 G K*, Nx C Iv", K, C If, i ^ = s u p X 1 , w2 = infK, in Iv
# . 
Then /̂J1 + w2 = sup{xx + y2 : £-_ E Xj , y2 € Y2} in II
#. 
(c) Let w1 G II
#, w2 G If
#, X! C H, X2 C If, i ^ = s u p ^ in II
#, 
^v2 = supX 2 in IC
# . Then wx +w2 = sup{x1 + x2 : x1 G X 1 , x2 G X 2 } 
in Iv"#. 
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(d) Let wl G K#, w2 G H#, Xx C K, Y2 C H, wl = s u p ^ in K*, 
w2 = inf Y2 in H#. Then wx+w2= supjxj + y2 : x1 G Kj , 2/2 ^ ^2} 
in i i :# . 
Then (G#,-f) need not be a group, not even a semigroup, in general. If 
w G G# then iu need not have an inverse in G # . The set of all elements of G# 
(K* ) having an inverse in G* (K#) will be denoted by fflh(G) (I(K#)). The 
set of all elements of i f# possessing an inverse in H# is the maximal Dedekind 
completion M(H) of a partially ordered group H (see [3]). 
3 .1 . THEOREM. ([2; Theorem 2.15]) fflh(G) is a half partially ordered group 
andfflh(G)t = M(H), fflh(G)i = I(K#). 
Assume, again, that G is a half lattice ordered group such that K / 0. Then 
H is a lattice ordered group. Since M(H) is also a lattice ordered group, fflh(G) 
is a half lattice ordered group. 
Let a be a fixed element of K. Then a G I(K#). The mapping tp: 
M(H) -> I(K#) defined by tp(z) = a + z for each z G M(H) is a dual isomor-
phism of a lattice M(H) onto I(K#). Hence I(K#) = {a + z : z G M(H)}. 
Remark that a + z is the group operation in fflh(G). According to (d) we get 
in fflh(G) that a + z = sup{a + y : y G Y} in i f
# . Then I(K#) = a +M(H). 
This is a consequence of (2). Therefore the set fflh(G) = Mh(G). 
Evidently, the partial order in fflh(G) is equal to the one in Mh(G). It can 
be easily verified that the group operations in fflh(G) and in Mh(G) coincide. 
Hence we have arrived at the following result. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let G be a half lattice ordered group. Then fflh(G) = Mh(G). 
4. Maximal Dedekind completion 
of the small direct produc t of half lattice ordered groups 
Let I be a nonempty set and let Gi be a lattice ordered group for each i G I. 
The direct product 
G1--![<?<(.€/) 
is defined in the usual way, i.e., the group operation and the partial order in 
G1 are defined componentwise. Then G1 is a lattice ordered group. An element 
g G G1 is expressed in the form g = ( . . . , ^ , . . - ) i G / ; g{ is a component of g 
in 6?,. 
Let ip be an isomorphism of a lattice ordered group G onto YlG^i G 7) , 
ip(g) = (... ,g{,.. .)ieI. We shall identify g and ip(g). Further every element 
gl G G{ will be identified with an element g G G such that g{ = g
l and g- = 0 
for each j G / , j ^ i. Then we shall write G = Yl G{(i G I). 
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4 . 1 . THEOREM. ([6; Proposition 2.2, Theorem 2.7]) Let G be an abelian lattice 
ordered group, 
G = T T G . ( I € / ) . 
Then 
(i) G is M-complete if and only if all G{ are M-complete. 
(ii) M(G) = UM(Gi)(ieI). 
4.2. R e m a r k . If G is not assumed to be abelian, it can be checked that 4.1 is 
also valid. 
Now, let G{ be a half lattice ordered group for each i e I. Then the direct 
product G1 need not be a half lattice ordered group, in general (see [7]). This 
was the reason to introduce the notion of a small direct product of half lattice 
ordered groups by J. J a k u b f k [7]. This notion is defined in the following way. 
Let G{ be a half lattice ordered group for each i e I. Denote 
G0 = {g e G
1 : either gi e G^ for each i e I or gi e G{\. for each i e 1} . 
G0 is a subgroup of G
1 and a partially ordered set with the inherited partial 
order from G 1 . Moreover, G0 is a half lattice ordered group; G 0 t = {g e G0 : 
g{ e G-t for each i e 1}, GQi = {g eG0: g{ e G{i for each i e 1}. The half 
lattice ordered group G0 is called the small direct product of half lattice ordered 
groups G{ (i e I) and denoted by (s) YlG^i e I). 
If all Gi are lattice ordered groups such that Gi 7-- {0} for each i e I then 
(s)YlGi(i£l) = I[Gi(i€l). 
In the next G and Gi are half lattice ordered groups for each i e I, Gi ^ 0. 
We apply the notations H = G t , K = G | as above and Hi = G^, Ki = G^l; 
a is a fixed element of K. 
Let I/J be an isomorphism of G onto (s)Y[Gi(i G I). Identifying analogous 
elements as above, we write G = ( s ) ] ! ^ ^ e I). For B C G we denote 
B^ix^G,: XEB}. 
4 .3 . T H E O R E M . Let 
G = W l ] ^ el)-
Then G is Mh-complete if and only if Gi is Mh-complete for each i e I. 
P r o o f . Let G = (s) fj G{(i e I). The definition of the small direct product 
implies that for the lattice ordered group H we get H =\[Hi(i e I). According 
to 4.1 (i) and 4.2, H is M-complete if and only if H{ is M-complete for each 
i e I. With respect to 2.7. a half lattice ordered group is M^-complete if and 
only if its increasing part is M-complete and the proof is finished. • 
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4.4. T H E O R E M . Let 
G = (s)l[Gi(ieI). (3) 
Then 
Mh(G) = (s)Y[Mh(Gi)(ieI). 
P r o o f . For the lattice ordered group H and for the lattice K we have 
H = HHi(iei), (4) 
K = Y[Ki(iel). 
This is a consequence of (3). 
The last relation implies that for a = (..., a{,.. .)ieJ we have a{ G Ki for 
each i G / . 
Let z G M(H), z = supX = inf Y, X, Y C H. If for each component zi of 
z in M(H{) we put zi = supX^ = inf Yi then 
M(H) = IlM(ffi)(i€/). (5) 
This follows from (4), 4.1 (ii) and 4.2. 
Further we put (a + z){ = ai-\-zi for each i e I. Then from (5) we infer that 
for the lattice a + M(H) the following relation is satisfied 
a + M(H) = f j K + M(Hi)) (i € I). (6) 
By 2.6 we have M(H) = Mh(G)^, a + M(H) = Mh(G)i. Because of (5) 
and (6) the partial order in Mh(G) is performed componentwise. It remains to 
verify that the group operation in Mh(G) is also performed componentwise. 
Let zx,z2 € M(H), Zi = s u p ^ = inf Y (i = 1,2). 
With respect to (5) we get 
(z1 + z2)i = zu + z2i. 
Applying (5) and (3) we obtain 
((a + zx) + (a + z2)). = (sup{a + yx + a + x2 : yx eYx, x2 G X2}). = 
sup{a + Vl + a + x2 : y1eY1, x2 € X2}{ = s u p ^ + yu + a{ + x2i : yu e Yu , 
X2i e X2i) = (ai + Zli) + K + Z2i) = (a + Z\)i + (a + Z2)i • 
(zt + (a + z2)). = (a + ((a + ^ ) + (a + z2))). = a{+ ((a + zx) + (a + z2)). = 
a{ + ((a + Zl)i + (a + z2)i) =a{ + ((ai + zu) + (at + z2)t) = zu + (at + z2i) = 
zu + (a + z2)i. 
((a + zt) + z2). = (a + (zx + z2))i = a{ + (zx + z2)t = at + (zu + z2i) = 
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